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This property was visited by the writer in July 1972, A 

diamond drilling program was in the initial stages at the time.

The writer was unaccompanied as John Ferguson, field man 

for Aggressive Mining Ltd. had to leave the property on that day.

The attached photo overlay shows the geology of the area. 

Massive granite and diabase are the only rock types encountered.

A vein trending ISO0 and dipping steeply or vertically 

in a basic intrusive which varies widely from mafic diabase to 

gabbro to pink diabase to granophyre and granite. The age relations 

of these different Nipissing phases are unclear.

The vein can be traced for over 500 feet up the hill 

from a point about 250 feet from Frobel Lake. It consists of 

siderite, quartz, ankerite, calcite, with lesser amounts of 

chalcopyrite. Chalcopyrite is most prevalent in association w
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late fracture-filling quartz in the brecciated carbonate vein or

in brecciated wall rocks. Massive coarse-grained carbonate is K 

lil
a Wgenerally barren. The best sections across the vein would run " ^
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about 57o copper and the average would be about D.2% copper ' O
o ^ (visual estimates). Malachite and sulphide casts in the vein " :' :

were noted at many places.

At the southeast end, the carbonate vein is over 15 feet 

wide, but it narrows to a thin-sheared stringer zone 500 feet to 

the northwest. The vein and especially the mineralized ?;ones are 

extremely recessive and it outcrops at the base of a rectangular, 

s quar e-walled, 2 to 15 feet deep, gulch with a small creek running
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over the carbonate. Two large natural caves are present In places 

where the vein material bridges across the top of the gulch. About 

20 feet north of the southeast end there is another quartz vein of 

undetermined width (perhaps 7 feet). The intervening diabase is 

fractured.

Closely spaced 200 foot lines have been cut across the 

vein zone. An I.P. survey was carried out in the previous winter 

under difficult conditions. The writer noted several I.P. rods 

and foil electrodes set in rotten stumps or other unusual places.

Several character samples were taken from the vein for 

the Resident Geologist's collection.
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